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SYSTR6 & COST ANALYSIS FOR A NUCLEAR SUBTERRENE TUNNELING MACHINE
- A FRELIMINABYSTUDY -

by
J.

H.

Altseimer

ABSTRACT
‘l%ebasic system componentsof large rock-meltingNuclear Subterrene
Tunneling Machinee (NSTMS) have been conceptualizedend defined for a preMsinary tunnellng cost estimate and comparisonwith costs using tunnel-boring
machines (T!SMa)and other conventionaltunneling techniques. Two Initial
types of NS!R4sare considered: Tyme I, peripheral kerf-melting penetrators
plus centrally located rotary cutters for soft ground and rock; end Type II,
kerf-meltingpenetratorsplus multiple, hot rock-fracturingpenetrators for
very herd rock. lhnnelimg costs for NS’IMZare very close to those for TBMs,
if operating conditions for THMs are favorable. However, for variable formations end unfavorable condition such as soft, wet, bouldery ground or very
of cost end percenthard rock, the NSTMa are far more effective. Estimates
age use of NSTMS to satisfy U.S. transportationtunnel demandE indicate a
potential cost savings of850m Wion
dold.ars(1969 dollars) through 1990.
An esttited
NSTM prototype
&monstratlon
program cost of $100 mllllon over
an eight-yearperiod results in a f%vmable benefit-to-costratio of 8.5.
lhe NS~ aystem6 are characterized
by large capital
costs compared IxI convenHowever, many hfgher-cost items end components are expected to
tional
TBMI.

have long service lives andwill. be used for more thsn one tunnel project
instead
ofwrltlng off the tunneler after each project ae in current THM
practice. The cost of thermal energy for rock melting is not a large
percentage of the t.otelproject cost.

I.

-ODUCTION

A.

study

Objectives

The general.study objective, consideringthe

,

B.

Subterrene Pro~em Background
lhe need for innovative approaches to the solu-

tion of major problems in excavation end tunneling

present early stage of Subterrene concept develop-

technology has been summerized in recent publica-

ment, was to eetabllsh a clear indicationof the
cost effectivenessof Nuclear Subterrene Tunneling

tions by the Underground ConstructionResearch
Council end the National Academy of Sciences.1,2

Machines (NSTMS) as applied to national demands

A research and developmentprogram in excavation

for large tunnels. To achieve the above, three

technolo~, baaed on rock-melting, is being conduct-

specific objectiveswere established: first, to

ed at the MS

Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL).3J4

develop technically sound conceptual designs; eec-

In addition to Identifyingmany potential applica-

ond, to make a cost comparisonwith the conceptual

tion, this program has indicated that the Subter-

NSTMS on the one hand and tunneling with Tunnel

rene concept can offer, through an Integrated tun-

Boring Mschines (TBMe) and conventionalexcavation

neling system, solutlons to the multiple problems

methods, on the other; end third, to determine the

in the three important areas of conventional

benefit-to-costratio for a projected major

tunneling technology:

Subten’ene developns?nt
program costing m$100 x 106

●

Forming the hole.

over eo eight-yearperiod.

1

●

,Mintaining wall integrity and forming a

long component operational lifetimes to be useful.

primary support.

for this application.

●

Removing the debris.

‘lhechemical generation of heat has been considered in a report by Sanold.‘7 It was found to be

‘he program has also indicated that the rate of
penetration in varying geological formations can be

unattractive for various operationaland environ-

predicted and is relatively insensitiveto the ma-

mental reasons end therefore was not considered for

terial being melted.5 In addition, the input power

this study.

requirements for small-diameter,electricallyheated

C. General System Assumptions
A cticular tunnel cross section was assumed for

Subterrene detices are easily handled with conventional equipment, as has been substantiatedby IASL

convenience In calculatingpower requirementsand

laboratory and field tests.6 A recent study of cur-

to facilitate the comparisonwith TEMs which are,

rent tunneling systems and economics Indicated the

of necessity, circular. No economic advantage was

areas In which a Subterrene system could signifi-

taken from the fact that NSIMs can form noncircul.ar

cantly contribute to advancing the tunneling and
7
excavation technology. me study also contains an

volume and automatically incorporatefeatures such

cross sections, which could minimize the =cavat’lon

extensive and selected bibliography and shouldbe

as utility line gangways or partialJy finished

considered as complementingthis report.

roadway surfaces.
The finished tunnel diamaters* studied ranged

While electric heating appears to be quite
practical for small.Subterrene devices, a nuclear-

from 4.0 m (wI.3 ft) upward. lhe minhnum diameter

powerad subsystem-s

of 4.0 n was chosen because the required melting

assumed to be most feasible

for the sizes considered in this report. A detailed

power (- 1’MT) appears high enough for economical

technical and cost-tradeoffstudy to establish

use of nuclear devices and because the envelope is

crossoverpoints between electric and nuclear sys-

clemly large enough for their accosssodation
at

tems has yet to be conducted,but indicationsare

this stage of development. No maximum-diameter

that a demand of -10

Ml (electric)maybe the level

limitations for NST!4ahave yet been established.

above which practical considerationsof power supply

Any such limitationswmldprobably

result from

and distributionbecome unattractivefor an electri-

practical considerationsexternal to the NSTM equip-

cally heated system. lhis demand is in the approxi-

ment. Such a constraintmight result from exceeslva

mate power-level range needed for the smallest tun-

tunnel support requirements due to large structural

nel considered in this report. A cost advantage of

apan ithsensions.
‘lhubasic NST?4design concepts were considered

the nuclear subsystem is offeredby the fact that
thermal energy is applled directly to the rock and

in this preliminary study. IMh were chosen be-

that the circuitousprocedure of an electric system

cause they appear to be logical progressions from

can be avoided in which thermal energy Is generated,

misting technology incorporathg the new nuclear

converted to electricity (at an efficiency of=

30$]

and then converted back to thermal energy at the

Subtenene designs, and both require only partial
melting of the working face.

(ApplicationsIn which

rock-meltingpenetrator bits. Another adwmtage is

the excavation face is aJmost or completely melted

that the nuclear subsystem can make the tunneling

wSU.be examined at a later date as well as nany

system almost completely self-sufficient,minimizing

other conceivable design variations.) The two

ecternal expenses such as large speciaJ.lyinstalled

concepts considered are illustrated in Figs. 1 and2.

power lines to the tunnel portal. Other character-

‘Iheconceptual designs are:

istics that make a nuclear subsystem feasible are:
(1) compactness, i.e., reactor diameters of lto

●

2 q

3!JEQ--WKS a P=’iPh=’~ kerf penetra~r
to form the tunnel wall, whereas the main

thus fitting into even a small k-m tunneling ma-

excavation face is rammed by mchanicel

chine; (2) lack of rotating or smvlng components

rotary cutters. ‘ilrls
device is intended

except control roda or drums; (3) low containment

for use in sof’terformations.

pressuras due to the use of heat pipes to transfer
heat out of the reactor core; end, (4) sufficiently

2

+

throughout this report the finished tunnel diameter
refers to the inner diameter of the cos@et.ed tunnel, including final support lining.

Nuclear Pawer
system
>
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Fig.

2.

Conceptual design of Type-II NWIMwithp eriphere.1 kerf-melt~
penetrator and central-facetherr@l fracturingpenetrators.

3

. Type II--uses a simflar kerf-melting detice,
but the rotary cutters are replaced by an

●

The NS’E4sare peripheral kerf-melting types.

●

NST?4tunneling costs are compared to costs

array of hot penetratirs which thermally

accrued by using TJ3Msand conventional

crack and fragment the rock at the working

metho& only, for both rock and soft ground.

face. ‘lhisconcept is applicable to very

Cut-end-coverend immersed-tubemethods were
not considered.

herd rock.
The important advantegea in soft-groundtunnel-

●

ing of the Type-I NSl?4concept have been emphasized
by Hanold.7 me potential ability of the peripheral

Tunnel sizes studled range from about k-to
12-m finished diameter.

●

Tunnel cross-sectionconfigurationsfor the

kerf melter to continuously seal, stabilize, and

NSTM are not restricted. However, for cal-

support the soil of the tunnel WZUJ.immediatelybe-

culetional convenience,circular cross sections are used.

hind the NSlT4as the tunnel hole is formed is a
maJor breakthrough in tunneling technology. Howeveq

.

D.

NS’lMaverage operational sustained ad-

equelto 365m/dsy (~12Qft/day ~ 5 ft/h).

to the annular, extended-surfacetypes illustrated;
●

this is discussed later in the text.

me

vance rate is 0.423 mm/s = 1.5 m/h, whlchti

the kerf-meltingpenetrator designs are not limited

~ermal energy for rock melting is obtained
from a nuclear reactor system installed in

Future Study Plans

the NSTM.

The NSIM design and economic models, and coat
evaluations,will be expended and refined as exper-

●

Liquid-metalheat pipes are used to transfer

imental date end firmer design data become ~vailable.

heat from the reactor core lm a heat reser-

rne General Research Corp. computer program for es-

voir end then to the rock-melting
penetrators.

timating excavation costs is being acquired end is
expectedto be especially useful for obtalnlng TBM

. me

NS’IM-generated
glass tunnel ltier Is

and conventionalcosts. lb provide en increasingly

strong enough to eliminate the need for any

realiatic NS’TMcost medal, more Informationwill be

other form of temporary support. The liner

required in the fields of rock-glass liner formation

thickness is 4%of the finished tunnel di-

end structural cheracteriatics;reactor design; nu-

ameter (N 0.5

clear fuel; heat pipes; heat-distributionlosses;

eter)

for

in.

per

unfavorable

of tunnel

conditions

component lifetimes and reliabilities;tunnel ad-

of

vance rates; assembly, maintenance, and disassembly

rock (e.g., basalt).

cycles; and the ability of the NS’I?4
to accommodate

foot

diam-

end is

2%

finished tunnel diameter for very hard

● Thep ermanent tunnel liner consists of the

wide geological variations. TYadeoff studies will

glass plus a US=l

be made between important parmheters b

overall thickness equaling 8% of the tunnel

the excava-

diameter for all earth end rock conditions.

tion, materials handling, and support operations;
and hbor, equipment, end mterials cost esthates

concrete liner, with

●

Because the temporary glass liner Is a

will be refined. Excavation demand informationwill

structurallysound tunnel SUPPOX% there is

be updated as data from a broader base become avail-

no need for rapidly installinga permanent

able from a projected U.S. tunneling-demandsurvey

liner. Therefore, the tunnel contractor is

by the National Academy of Sciences - National
Academy of Engineering.9

liner echedule or to employen innovative

II. DESCRIPTION 0FNS!U4SYS’I!ENANALYZED

the Extruded Liner System describedby

free to either choose the nmt

economical

continuous concrete liner process such as
A.

Smnnary

me

of Aeslnsp
tions end Subsystem Choices

l?u’kerand sample of the University of
10
ILllnois.

following Is a brief list of assumptions

and subsystemsthat were chosen to facilitate the

●

me

rock-melt glass liner, reactor contain-

preliminary cost analysis for large-diametertunnel

ment structure, cutter drive meter, tunnel

constructionprojects using the two conceptual t~s

air, etc., are water-cooled.

of NSIMs shown in F~a.

4

1 and 2:

(l)heat flow to the outside wa.llcan beminlmized to
Pmefrotk3n

—Liner

lr

MOI?enRod ~

just allow the machine to move through rock a+.the

Cooling _

Thlckenlng

Solid Reck
Glass ~

7

desired rate, (2) heat flow can be maximized to the
annular space where heat losses to surroundingrock
can be minimized, and (3) the extended heat-transfer
surfaces result in a higher permissible advance rate

D,

NW-M

extended-surfacetype was chosen for calculating

o: Single RlnO Design
—J

‘z—––

annular,
when thick liners are being considered. ‘i’he

.—

power requirements for this report. T?othkerfpenetrator system deaigna need further detailed

t-

(W41ng z

study end other deeign concepts will undoubtedly
emerge as the technology develops.
‘2. Nuclear Subsystem end Power Requirements
!Ihenuclear subsystem wiS1.be completely
sealed and will.include heavy biological radiation
NSTM

--I._

b; Annular Ex@nded Swfaca
—

~

shielding and a massive, armored shell. Heat will

Dnslgn

be transferred through the shielding and armor by
heat pipes into a heat-distributionreservoir.

Fig. 3.

!lWo types

oi’ kerf-melthg

penetrstor
Control rode will be actuatedby water-cooled elec-

defiigns.

tric actuators. ‘he reactor will operate at rela●

●

●

Closed-loop cooling-watercircuits are used,

tively low internal core pressure and the shielding,

vith filtering and coollng accomplishedat

con~inment, and armor wa12s will be protected by

the tunnel portal.

water-cooling. The nuclear subsyetem will be re-

Electric power for other than rock-melting

placeable, if necessary, in case of a malfunction.

use is generated at the portal utilizing

Fuel life ie estlmatedat 9C00 h while the remainder

heat scavenged from the cooling water.

of the system will have at least a lifetlme of

The excavation face is sealedby aperiph-

~000 h.
lb obtain en estimate of thermal power require-

ersl senl and a face structural diaphragm.
●

----●

Muck remwal.

is

by the hydraulic-slurry

method using muck lines which penetrate the
..
face dl@magm.

ments, the thermal properties of typical tuff end
u
basalt materials were used with the following
properties, conditions, nomenclature,and units:

Utility lines are continuouslyextendedto

●

B.

trailing-lineextender assembly.

Rock &nalty,

A manned control center Is located in the

Rock SW8

tunnel e.sa component at the aft end of

Speclflc

the NS’IM.

seat

‘1’echnicel.
Description of Major Subsystems and
Their Operation
1.

heat,

of

kg/n3

demlty,
J~

nulon,

$’~
@a3

96

c

K

j/kg

M?ltlns

temperature,

K

In-oltu

taqexatuw,

K

Average

melt temperatum,

!&o typee of kerfpenetrator bit subeysiteme

%
K

1ooo

43sx

103

-

=s

T
●s

Glass liner inside
dlamter

D

section’to develop a thick kerf liner, and (3) ia

Glass liner outside

Do,

103

14SU
m

1570

1s70

simple, (~) requties e long, trailing kerf-melting
most applicable in very sound rock requiring only a

Ssoo

= 1470

Tm

D, m

single-ringpenetratar, Fig. 3a, is (1) structurally

‘2303

QJ3x

Tunnel finished inside
diameter

The

S$03
SW
low

%

Kerf Fenetrator

couldbe consMered, as ill.uetrated
in Fig. 3.

Sssalt

@?2?AA!sL.

accomfmdate NSIM advance by means of a

i’ m
m

diameter

(D. - Di)
thti peripheral liner. The characteristicsof the
annular, extended-surfacearrangement%,

Fig. 3b, exe:

Glass liner thickness

tg =

2

,m

5

Average advance rate

V, m/s

Glass liner cross
sectional area

A2 ,111
g
.
Ewe,

Useful heat flow rate
into the rock

Ewtr
t
KerfPenetratar

UsefulPower

MW

7

~

tu~o

Total reactor thermal
power

/

~totil, W

kf~d

‘lheglass lining thickness needed to provide

El”

HeatPlpec

/

safe temporary support is a function of the specific

kh

t+NSTM

project. Considerationsof liner thickness may include such variables as overburden pressure, t~e

1

Ear,

of

ground, water flow, geologic consistency,and ten-

—.

IT

Nuclear

Erx ~

dency to swell. Due to these Imponderable, tunnel”

Reactor

designers have used empirical rules that are apparently conservativeenough to have withstood the test

Schematic of heat fluxes related to penetrator, heat pipes, end reactor subsystems.

Fig. k.

of time. According to one such rule, the permanent
concrete linlng ehould have a thickness of 80 mm/m
(lin./ft)of

tunnel diameter.12 For a temporary

.

liner thickness, using glass, it was assumed for
this study that a thickness equal to WQ

‘total

iwe*
=~ D V=1030x

D2V, Mi.

nss/mof
The above power requirement is shown graphically in

tunnel diameter (0.5 in./ft~ O.@+x D) wouldbe adeFig. 6 for an advance rate V.

0.423 mm/s (5 ft/h).

quate in unfavorable ground and that 20 mm/m of diem‘XhIsadvance rate is equal to that already achieved
eter (0.25 in./ft~ 0.02 x D) would apply for favorduring sma12.-scele
penetration tests.6 The goal.of
able RQD conditions.*

Then, using (0.tix

D) as the
the current Subterrene project is a target advance

lining thickness, the diameter and glass liner crossrate for the NSTMof 1.0 mro/s(IL8 ft/h z 283
sectional area relationshipsapplicable to soft rock
ft/d3y).
or ground are:
The leas to the surroundingrock around the
DO=

D+2(0.08D)

penetrator (’lkbleI) is estissutedta be 20% of
.
As wiXl be shown later, another 21$wi12. be
‘total”
lost to the rock during the glass liner cooling pro-

D1=D+2(0.04D)
Ag = ~ (DO* - Di2) = 0.1407 D2.

cess, making a total of 41* of itotel. ‘l’his
radial.

.

dissipation of power wISL not heat the rock to any

Solving for Eu8e, the power required is:

iwe
=Ag Vpg

C (Tavg - Ti)

+Ag

pg~
‘MBLEI

end, using the tuff properties previously &fined,

.
=620
E
use

D* v, MJ/S =MJ.

ESTIMATED PERIPHERAL KERF-MELTING PENETRA’IOR
SYBTEM AIiDREACTOR HEAT 141SSES
Xst*td

lhe various losses of thermal power which could

Smt10..

occur around the peripheral kerf penetrator bits
la..

X0-

Snd -

inta
rock

were estimated end are shown in Fig. 4, itemized in
lbble I, and further illustrated in Fig. 5a. lhen,
including losses eq~

b

kO~

the therms.1total

S@eA

Gmtributlca

RuilAl OUhraxd tit-nlw
SuL-rOlmdllwmck

inta
UOIar
Lam* art

lam
MCbiln

**

tntn
—

i

*d

rmctiulof

Total PC.d,ar
0.01

*-

O.m

ifi

O.1o
0.01

power source required is:

O.ob

(Rock Quality Designation) is a rating
scale of rock quality introducedby D. U. Deere13
and is based on specific geologic factors as
observed durtig analyeia of core samples.

*’IheF@

6

.

O.ti
0,40

-

E,o+o,
:Total
COnductlcmLoss to
%mundlnq Grcimd
Adjacent to tiot
PenetrOfOrs

Nuclear Power = 1.00

\

Ein=o.ol
Erx=o.04

sumoundi~ Ground
Adjacent to ond Aft
of Liner Coollng

Sectbll

E,Wd=o.olExternal

Ehp=o.04

Power Inpuf

Power From Forward
End Losses, tieat
Pipe8, and Liner

\

(Reactor

+

%ter

=To?al %W
Absorti
by the Cc4q
WafW = 0.65

\
a: Pcwer Dlstrlbution of
Nuclear Reactor, Neat
Pipes and Penetrotmc

%.

b: PWw Dktrlbutlon at
Liner Cooling Sectlc.n
and Other Internal Components

5.

%mr

distribution

for

e l’ype-I

NS’IM.

significantdistance from the tunnel-lineroutside

hence some lessening of strength. In loose soils a

d.lemeter. lb illustrate this point, consider the

rotary head suitable for such strata will be used,

case of a 7.3-m tunnel in tuff with a reactor wer

operating in the significantlyadvantageous situation

output of 23.4 M~.

lhe energy dissipated to the

rock could be stored in a l-m-thick annulus outside
the tunnel liner, with the 14’70-Krock-melting temperature at the inner radius and the 290-K rock ti-

of a stabilizedtunnel bore provided by the NSl!M
with its continuouslyformed glass llning.
The cutter drive motor wWL

be located aft of

the face-seal structural diaphragm and thus will be

situ temperature at the outer radius. In basalt,

in a favorably clean environment. H

the above ennui.es?
thickness wtml.donly be 0.5 m.

motor can be cooled by a line branching off of the

3.

main water-cooling system. Suitible entryways for

l%ce Rmcwal
a.

necessary, the

!rype-INSIM
The Type-I NWIM concept (see Fig. 1)

uses a rotary cutter assembly to remove the face
soil.and rock inside the melted peripheral kerf.
The rotary design is assumed to be similar to the
cutters now being used in ‘J!SMs.However, the effestiveness and useful life of the cutter assembly in
the NS’IMis expected to be better than in a ‘TM
CarstenB14 has pouted out the genereXly accepted
fact that the outside gage cutters, in comparison
to the interior cutters, account for the greatest
share of the total cutter cost, ranging from 30 to
60$.

.

In the NS!l!h$
the usual gage cutters and their

problems till be eliminated completely,the peripheral rock being taken care of by the kerf-melting

.

penetrators. In competent rock the kerf penetrator
aids the cutters in two other ways. First, the rock

Finished Tunnel Diameter (m)

in the peripheral area of the rotary cutter head Is
thermally sptied and cracked by the kerf penetrator.
Second, this rock is sub~ect b

some heating and

Fig. 6.

Reactor thermal.power vs fInlshed tunnel
diameter.

7

E

m@t

Outl

be permissible at the aft end of the machine.

Kowever, water could be used ta cool the wall down
Local refrigerationand

to about 305 K (90° F).

.

cool air circulatIon tIystemeinstalled inside the

I

NSTM could provide adequate working conditionn.
Final wall-cooling could be accomplishedby a watercooled air circulation system as exp.1.alned
later.
Considering only the heat absorbed by the water
flowing through the reactar and the liner coolant

Eaf+

jacket, ~cool, five heat flows are involved, shown

Erx

E~,

schematicallyin Fig. 7.

=

0.1O, and O.ti of ~totil, reapectiveb.
%ool

Fig. 7.

‘Jhree~~use~ ~afi, and

were defined previously and are equal to 0.60,

Schematic of heat fluxes related to glass
liner cooling section.

lhe other

two heat flows are: Eoutt, the heat fl~ ra~alti
.
EL> which

outward into the surroundtigrock~ ~d

is residual heat in the glase liner after the liner
The quantities

water-cooling section has moved on.
cutter

removal

or chaoges

and general maintenance

must be protided in the face seal structure.
&pe-11 NSIM

b.

Eouti and Ek are estimated to be 0.21 Etital and
0.01 Etoal, respectively. Then, the water heat
load from the liner end reactor is,

!theType-II concept (shown in Fig. 2)

.

substitutesan array of spike-likerock-meltlngpen-

.

E
etralxx’sfor the rote.rycutters of the TYpe-I assembly.

cool

.

=;We+Eti+

✎

●

Em-E

out~

-E

L

‘lheType-II concept is applicable to very hard
= (0.60+0.10+0.04-

●
0.21 .-0.01) Etitd

rock, the rock being fragmentedby thermal-stress
fracturing. !thisdes~,

.
. 0.52 Etota.

while theoreticallysound,

still contatis many yet-to-be resolved parameter
5.

optimfsation~ such as penetrator spacing, power,

‘Iheair cooling and circulation subsystem

size of each penetrator, and adaptabilityto geologic
ia

variations.
The total rock penetration and fragmentation

~

of a Type-I machine (see Fig. 6).

air

lYpe-11

in basalt

shown schensrtic~

wSU

power for the Type-II NS’1%$is assumed equal to that

and with a liner thickness equal to 0.02 D, requires
.
.
a useful liner power, Euse, equal to 0.55 Ewe of

Air Cooling end Circuletlon

in Fig. 8.

!thiaaubaywtem

CCO1 the wall to a final low temperature
ah
will

also

in dtiect

contact

with

the

wall..

by
‘lhe

absorb heat generated in the forward

sections of the NSTh$ e.g., at the cutter drive motor or muck machinery and wIU. provide for a reasonably low temperature inside the NS’IMfor personnel.

!Cype-Iin tuff.

The remaining 0.45 power fraction
The circulatingair can be replenished as necessary

is used for the eplke penetrator bite endredistribby means of an air utility line from the portal.
uted heat losses in the !I!Ype-11
machine.
4.

Glass Liner

!lhecirculatingair, kept in motion by an electric-

(!aolq

motor drive fen, is centinuously cooled in a waterThe glass linerwiJJ.be cooled in two
ways.

Linar heat wiXtbe

ckbsipated radlal.lyout-

ward tits the surroundingrock and will also flow

cooled heat exchanger.
6.

.

Total Water Heat LOad
It is estimated that the various machinea

radleXly inward into the liner Wter-coollng system.
withti the NS!LMgenerate a thermal power load, fire,
The structural characteristicsof the liner will.be
determinedby the coo15ng process, from average
rock-melt temperaturesto about 900 K.

It’the NSTM

were completelyautomated, high waX1.temperatures

8

equivalent to 0005 IitoW.

.
estimated values for E

lhia amount -- added to
●

fwd’ %p’

✎

‘in’

and &A (the heat

in the liner absorbed by the circulating air) --

.

L~rculatingFan

~Gla~~ L[ner

[ Penetrator
Fig. 8.

Schematic of air cooling and circulation subsydama.

eqwil.athe total heat load absorbed by the cooling

COOliIISCircuits win

water in the air-circulatingsystem and Is ca.Ued

conixuninatedcticuit in avoid fouling certain crit-

&am

ical coolant-flowpassages.

(see Fig. 5b for an illustrationof the above

8.

power distributions).

be isolated from the muck-

nrt&L rower Subsystem
As noted in SectIon II-B-6, above, the

!!hen,

iIati=im+k*d+~p+ib+ iA
= (0.06

+ 0.01 + 0.04 + 0.01 + O.ol)fitiw

.

cooling water returning to the portal carries beak
equivalent to about 65$ of tie reactir heat release.
Most of this heat will be dissipated through the
cml.lng towers emplaced at the portal. However, it

= 0.1.3Etow;

is also assumed that a portal power subsystem (~),

and, the total heat load into the cooling water is:
imtir = icool + iati

axtractlng energy from the caol.ingwater, will generate the electricity
y needed for NS’lMcomponents
other than the penetrators. This power will be ob-

= (O.52 + 0.13) ~ti~l
tained with an organic Rankine-cyclepower system
= 0.65 fititd.
7.

~&8tiiC

Slurry Muck Removal

COmpkmentary to the water 8Ystems used for

because of the relatively law water temperature
available. Power generation and water cooling cau
be done, e.g., with subsystems ill.uatra+d in Fig.9.

cooling the glass liner and the NSIM equipment, is
the hydraulic slurry muck removal system. It ie assumed that part of the coollng water can be diverted
to fl.uidizethe nuck,

In very favorable circum-

stances the reaul.tantwater outflow from the tunnel
might be discarded and fresh water pumped in. HOWL

ever, fbr cost purposes, it is assumed that closed

,
lum~

circuits are needed with only some makeup water sup-

1’

>

plied as neceseary. At the portal, portable dry-

1

/-?F’#-

coollng towers wll.1reduce the water temperature to
‘rwt+-—

a level adequate for recycllng. The water will also
be filtered and cleansed before reuse. time water-

W.

9.

Schatic of portal power and cooling
subsystems.

9

u.

‘Ihue,except for startup, shutdown, emergency, and

Control Center
A fully imrtrwaented,coole~ control cen-

other miscellaneouspower requirements,most of the
NSTM operation could be approxtitely sustained

ter mounted at the aft end of the NSIM is antici-

solely by the nuclear reactor power.

pated, from which the reactor and heat-tranamiasion

9.

Sealed llxcavat.ion
l?kce

operation as well es the various other excavation

The NSTM system with its close fit around

processes can be manually monitored.

the kerf penet.ratirsand the glass liner cooling section is ideally suitedto a sealed and pressurized”

III. COST ANALYSIS

working-face operation. Thus, the problems of water

A.

NSTM Cost Estimates
‘IbeM

and gas inflow into the tunnel, except in extreme

initial designs of NSlhlsystems de-

cases, are eliminated when the machine is operating.

scribed in Section II were used for coat estimating

Minimal leakage woul.dnormallybe expected through

purposes. One general economic characteristicof

the gbS8-ltied waJJ.saft of the penetrators. ‘lb

the NSIM system is the fact that it is much nmre

further improve the face seal, a peripheral sealing

capital-intensivethan conventional and TEM excava-

device could be easily incorporated. A diaphragm

tion equipment. Whereas, in past excavationpro-

bulkhead structure could be used to seal the central

jects, it was customary to write off a tunneling

face area. !theonly operationalopenings would be

machine after a single project; much of the equip-

those used to feed the muck into the slurry crushers

ment for NS’IUexcavation systems will be used until

and grinders for subsequentpumping to the portal

its operational.lifetime will have been reached.

for disposal, and access to the rotary cutter head

Ibrtunately, costly Subterrene components are not

for maintenance and cutter changea.

exposed to the harsh conditions that components in,

10.

!thruaters,Grippers, and Guidfince

e.g., !l13Ns
have to endure. For example, the nuclear

Aa projected in Figs. 1 end 2, the main

energy system in the NSTM wXll be completely en-

structural component of en NS’IMIs a cylindrical

closed end contained. Similarly, the heat pipes

shell housing the various subsystems. lhruater-

wXLl be enclosad. Also, dust and debris will.be

actuators push axially on the main cylindrical struc-

contained in the forward face cavity of the NST14,

ture and react against radially expanding gripper

and trailing equipment and utKlity lines will.en-

pads.

Two sets of gripper pada are located at for-

counter only relatively clean and smooth glass-lined
Eowever,

certain

components, e.g.,

ward and aft s-tions, respectively. One set of

tunnel vailla.

each pati can be gripp5ng while the other shifts for-

rotary cutter assemblies,rock grinders, end

ward to take a new advance position. kchine guid-

crushers h

ance is possible by adjusting the radial extenmion

will still be IJmited Ix)nmre tradition. operating

of the various gripper pads.
only very grad-

It is assumed that

lifetimes.
With NSTMe, the tunneling contractorwill be

changes in clirectionwill be re-

quired with the types of NSTMs studied. Hydraulic

the hydraulic slurry disposal system,

faced with higher capital investments then with

actuators can be used because of the low temperatures

conventional equipment; i.e., the cost of capital.

inside the NS’JIL me

will increase and must be accounted for in the over-

system is basically that in

use for most !CSNs.
Il.. Utllity Lines and In-Tunnel Thnaportation
The main water-cooling lines have already

all cost of a tunneling project. A firm might raise
capital by ve.riouameans, e.g., by selling stocks or
15 ~
bonds, drawing on reserves, or taking a loan.

been described. Other general-purposeutility lines

amfve

will be required for such needa as fresh air, aux-

ti a simple mauner the procedure presented in the

iliary power, and communications. For extension of

following discussionwas used.

at a cost-of-capitaleffect on overall cost

For the basic equipment-costestimations the

s23.lines that cannot be unreeled conveniently,it
is projected that a line-extenderassembly wiIJ.be

NS!LUwas categorizedby identifyingbanic

mounted on a trailer towed behind the NSTM. Because

tema,

BUbSYB-

and operational lifetimes were aeaigned to

of the smoothness of the glass-lined tunnel walls e!d

each. The estinwted capital.coat of each subsystem

floor either railed or wheeled vehicles can be used.

was amortized over time perioda of approximately

10

TABLE II
EXAMPLE OF TYPE-I NSTN mUIFMENT COSTS, 7.3-20(2k-i’t
) DIAMETER, ’23,
4-W
(Costs Eased Upon 1972 Ikdlers)

Lifetimes
Actua~
kmortizatio~
NSTN Subsystem

Capital
Cost, MS

~~

Interest
on
Remainder,
N$

1

4s00

1.

Soo

0.120

Nechsnical

1

4500

0.800

0.064

(o.150)
---

1

4s00

0.150

0.012

---

1

4500

0.750

0.060

2

9000

0.702

0.085

s

20000

0.300

0.076

s

20000

0.200

0.0s0

20

90000

4.194

4.349

20

90000

0.150

0.1S6

20

90000

0.150

0,1S6

20

90000

0,100

0.104

(0,01s)
---

20

90000

0.250

0.2S9

Slurry grinder,
and pipes
Liner

pumps,

cool ing surface

Nuclear

fuel

Heat pipes
Nechsnical
Nuclear

Control

snd

fuel

system

circulating

Thruster

drive

System less

coolsnt

Water

Air

cutter

system
gzippers

center

subtotal
Air, power, srd
utility
lines

Portalpower

water

snd tooling

w

1.470

214.3

6S.3

0.864

126.0

38.4

Cumulative
Cost , M$

0.162

o.73s

107.2

32.7

---

0.787

57.4

17.5.

0.346

11.3

0.250

8.2

2.s

---

8.s43

62.3

19.0

(o.ois)

0.291

2.1

0.6

0.291

2.1

0.6

0.204

1.s

0.4

0.S09

3,7

(o.030)
---

---

ICzYf

7.2

23.6

(0. 07s]

Ia’xr

m

3.5

1.1

~

~

4s00

0.100

0.008

---

0.108

1s.7

20

90000

1.300

1.348

(0.130)

2.sl8

18.4

-ran-6

m

-

10.646

6.847

(0.41s)

17.078

653.8

199.2

9.339

6.006

(O.364)

14.981

S73.S

174.7

Total
Raferred

r.er
Advaice
(V-5 ftjh~
f ft
Cost

1

subtotal

Totsls

T2aT

mr

Adva!ice
(V-l .S23 =/h),

Cost

Salvage
Valuq
MS

Kerf penetrstors
cutters

KWl!R

1969 Collars

‘6

4.8

S.6

TTr

~

10.4

twice the operational life of the subsystems; i.e.,
the actual use-to-calendartime ratio is 0.50.
(ft)

Capital-equipmentfunds were borrowed with interest
charges of 8$ of remaining capital, paid off over
the -rlous amortizationperiods. Certain compo-

Note:1969Dollars

nents made of relatively expensive materials were
aesigned a 10$ salvage value. These include kerf-

20 -

melting penetretor slabs, heat pipes, glass-liner

Kerf + Mechanical
Cutters

cooling surface slabs, water-cooling jacket, air
circulating system located in the NSIM, end the
portal power end water-cooling systems. Finally,

15-

costs in dollars per tunnel length were calculated
by assuming en average NSTN advance rate of 0.423
mm/s (5 ft/h). Table II summerfzea typical estlmsted costs for a ~e-I

NS’IM(kerf-meltingplus

10 -

mechanical cutter) designed to produce a tunnel with
a ftiished diezrseter
of 7.3 m (24 ft) at a nuclear
power level of 23.4 W

(thermalpower). !Rzesre
esti-

mates are referred to 19i’2dollars, lb refer to

.

1969 dollars, an overall inflation factor of 14$ is
*
used flmm 1969 to 1972. ‘he inflation rate for the
excavation equ%pment analyzed might very well be
considerablyhigher, but this effect was not studied.
Summary total equipment cost in 1959 dollars for

‘Overall national i.nflatlonrate for that period am
published by the U.S. Department of Cozmnerce,16

5-

Kert + Thermal
Frogmentalatlan

Lu_uuu—
2

4

6

8

10

Finlshad Tunnel Diameter (m)
Fig. 10. NSIMexcavetion equipment costs vs finished
tunnel diameter,

11.

TABLE III
EASES lVR l!YWIPMENTCOST AND LII’ETIMEESTIMATES
Easis

Item

1. Heat pipes and
penetrators

LASL cscperiencesince 1963. Coneervattveassumption:

lithium/molybdenumpipefi

at 200-to 400-MW/m2 capacity. Penetrator costs based on use of nmlybdenum,
tungsten, and other refractory parts at average cost of 22 $/kg (10 $/lb).

2.

Nuclear components

17
High-temperaturegas-reactor electric utility costs multiplied by factor of 6
to allow for compact size needed for NSTM. NSTN reactor equipment costs are
$180/kWandfuelcosts

are 3.3>ntlX@kWh, both based on thermal power ’(not
—

electric) end on 1972 dollars.
3.

Mechanical cutter

Tunneling machine costs per Ref. 14 range from .%250,200to$A225,000

in 1969$,

the latter value being for a 21-ft-diam tunnel. For this study, a baseline
7.3-m-(~4-f@ dim

uchine cost of $1,000,000(1972$)was selected to cover cost

of cutter wheel end structuralnmn~ with $200,000included for the drive motor.
k.

Muck removal

la
Costs given by Holmes and Nerver, Inc. and those derived from COHART19 for
current conveyor systems were studied. It was concluded that the COHART costs
could be convenientlyused to represent future slurry systems without affecting
the overall results significantly.

5.

Portal power and
cooling

Power-indmtry-type costs were used conservativelyenough to cover additional
costs for a mobile system end setup. Typical costs of turbine end electric
17

equipment are 66 to 8k $/kW, baaed on 1973 dollars.
6.

Control

center

A cost of $21j0,000wee aseumed for all eizes uelng elmiler electronics. ‘lhis
comparee with $150,000 for completelyautomated controls for the L4SL 370-MW.
nuclear space engine.

7.

Other component

Because many miscellaneous smaller componentswere not detailed and their cost
effects were obviously small.,order-of-magnitudeestimates only were made.

8.

Operating lifetimes

For the penetrate.rs,
mechanical cutters, slurry components, liner cooling
surfaces, and utility lines, a lifetime of 4500 h was estimated for future

,.

components consideringthe relatively favmrable NSTM environment.
For the hot penetrating surfaces, a kw-h

lifetime was deemed feasible. ‘Ibis

Ie indicatedby smell-ecaleLASL tests where, under very harsh conditions,a
mexlmum hot-wall eroeion rate of 1.3pm/h (0.C005 in./h) wee measured.
i%r the nuclear fuel, a gOOO-h period between refueling operatlone is consistent
with nuclear power-plant practice.
High-temperatureheat pipes have been operated well over l0,000 h,anda

doubling

of their lives to 20,000 h is not considered too difficult.
Electric utility practice assumes a 30-yeer lifetime with come maintenance. The
long-lived components in this study were assumedta have a lifetime of only
10 years,
9.

Scaling procedures

Scaling on size from a 7.3-m-diam tunnel baeeline was done by assuming that
costs varied with the

square

of

the

tunnel

diameter

except

for

the

nuclear

system for which a square-rcmtrelationshipwas ueed. As noted earlier,controlcenter costs remained fixed.

3.2

,

\

TARLE Iv

(ft)

TYPICAL COST DISTRIBUTIONFQR MAJOR EXCAVATION
K@MENT% OFA ~.3-m-(2k-ft~DIAMETER TUNNEL

‘“”~’”
Now.:
. 1SS9 Oullars
● 80/.

●

2arth

Interest Rote Ovar 2 x

Operational

Llfe!lm9s

Condit i.”,

Type !lschin,

Medium rock

Tm.-1,

N8rd

lype.rr.

Exc.vat

N5114

Hand] 1.*

i..

snd Liners

48

S1

21

43

32

2s

Coats Are Dlr62t
-

400

Kort + Mechanlcol

=
<

cutters

rock

Nedium
rock

~

@und,
Variable

N2174

TON

Soft

Soft ;raund,
-

200

W.-I,

Nm
TEN

3s

30

32

47

22

31

19

2s

58

dv

for the NS!JYlagreater cost percentage is concerned

Kert + Thermal
Fragmentation

with excavation and less with supports and liners.
‘Ibisdifference is ascribed to higher NSTM excavation equipment costs and to associated lower costs
for liners and supports.

finished
Tunnel
Diameter
(m)
Fig. Il. NSTM

excavation
equipment
plus interest
costs per unit tunnel length vs finished
tunnel diameter.

llzeCOHART data were available as raw direct
costs to which factors had to be applied to account
for profit, overhead, and regional cost effects.
According to Wheby and Clkenek20 the computer data

the two typee of NS’IT4
systems are plotted in Fig. 10,

are based on 1%9

and Fig. 11 displays similar data In e cost-per-

Eyreferrlng to pertinent mid-1969 issues of the
Bngineerlng News Record (ENR) publicationswith

unit

tunnellng

length

basis,

Table III lists the bases for the cost ewtlmates used to establish the values summarized In
Table II.

In general, very conservativeestimates

were made for all nonconventionalsubcomponentsof
the NSTN,

However, the experience in refractory-

data available for prices in 22 major U.S. cities,
it was estimated that for typical.tunneling projects
the cost index used in COHART, based on arithmetic
averages for the 22 cities, is about 5$ less then
for Chicago only. ‘Iherefore,an approximate cost
Index of 1.00 was deemed satisfactory.

metal material and fabricating costs gained thue far

lbr regional factors (which take into account,

in the project was factored into these estimates.

kbor

e.g.>

‘Ihesubcomponentsthat axe based upon conventional
equipment

technology

were

costed

by

using

e.xlsting

ckta for such equipment as extensively as possible.
Dtiect NST140peratingcosts were estimatedby
using data derLved from the COHART computer program
for conventional.
and machine costs (based upon 1969
dollars)* as a base

to arrive

at reasonable

dollars and on Chicago prfces.

costly

union regulations,

militancy,

end

other

restrictions),
Wheby end Cikenek present a

scale ranging from LO

to 3.0 with 1.1 applying

over much of the U.S.

They list a factor of 1.5

for the Northeaat Corridor, excludfng New York City.
h

this study, a factor of 1.3 was estkted

to

apply to overall U.S. tunnel projects.

conven-

tional or TBM-type direct cost items and adjusting
these values for NS’IT4
costs. These CORART data were
19
Table6 IV and V summarize
supplied by Foster.
typical results of these operating-costestimates.
The tables

show the

percentage

contribution

TABLE v
TYPICAL FROJECT COST DISTRIBUTION BY IABOR,
l!%!UYIWENTANDMATERIAIS
~RAT.3-tu-(2L-ftj DIAMETER ’5JNNEL

to the

total in each case of the major project processes:

firzh
Conditions

excavation,materials handling, and supports,aswe’ll.

Nediu,

as labor, equipment, and materials distribution.It

Hard

rock

mck

t
TD . NmM..
be-1,

!&L3z

of

T.tml

2@pment

Cost
Naterisls

N53!4

42

42

16

N-

44

37

19

51

21

28

Type-r,
Nm74

3s

49

18

‘7W

43

16

41

WO-11,

can be seen that the cost distribution for NSTMe is
14edia rack

markedly different from conventionalor TBM coats;

ZOft
k!lwnd.
Vuiablo

%e
cost reference base was choeen as 1969 dollars
because the COHART program database utilized this
reference.

30ft

*roun&

m

dv

13

TABIJlVI

MN/m2 (-

COST FACTORS APPLIED TO NSTM AND CORART DIRECT
COSTS TO ARRIVE AT NATIONAL AVERAGE COSTS
NSTM

CORART

lbf/in~). Cersteneilkconclu&d on the

basis of actual cost data that rock compressive
strengthwas the best readily available parameter
for correlating cutter costs. Using factors e6ti-

0

mated from Ref. lk, the data denoted k

were 6Cd.ed

.

Cost index

1.00

1.00

Profit

1.06

1.09

lbf/in.2) andu

rive at an estimate of the significantadditional

Overhead

1.27

1.27

Regional

1.30

1.30

Net

1.75

I. 80

up to the two curves markeda = 275

MN/m2

(kMCN

= 345 MN/m2 (50000 lbf/in.2) to er-

coets which occur due to increased cutter wear in
very herd rock. lhese latter curves are designated

X we compare the NSIM &tawith

the other data

in Fig. X2, we see the following: At RQDs of 75 and
A 27% overhead rate end a 9$ profit are recommended in Ref. 20.

In the NS’lMcase, for which the

large equlpnent capital costs are assumed to consist

100$, the cost curves denoted @

are significantly

lower then those for the NSTM. However, for less
favorable rock conditions,e.g. RQ,D= 25$, the NSTM

of borrowed capital plus 8$ interest, a contractor

is competitiveand even a little superior. It has

profit of 6~was eiUowed.

already been noted that the dataplottedas

@

dld

lhe factors applied to the COHART data are
aummarlzed in ‘i%bleVI.
B.

ComparisonsWith Conventionaland TBM Costs

(ft)
40

10

20

costs were compiled for comparisonwith Subterrene

‘o

spit?e12’ ‘

@Extrapolated

Frein NW

costs. Although the cost spread is broad end the

@

Extrapolated

FromC.rshns14

desired consistencyof the data Is sometimes diffi-

@

Extropolaled

From

Data on conventionaland machine-tunnellng

I
Report

To NSF’

Fostorm

cult to obtain, the general magnitudes and trends
~ u =345

of these costs were identified.
Costs versus tunnel-diameterdata for rock tunnels are shown in F%.
nated @

12.

MN/m2

(3G,0CQ

psi)
+

~u=275MN/m2

The three curves desig-

I

(40,000 psi)

were taken ctlrectlyfrom Spittel et el.~

and represent equations and estimations from actual

3

tunnel data. lhe sensitivity to type of geology is
13
representedby R@ (Rock Quality Designation) val-

I

I
I

1
2500

2000

-

1500

~
&

ues from 100 down to 25$. Two variables that were
not taken into account by Spittel are rock strength
and abrasiveness. Their effect on the estimates is
not clear because rock with an W1

- 1000

= 100$ is not
/
/

necessarily very hard or abrasive. Tb more clearly

t

define cost ch-acteristics of cutters, rock strength
end/or abrasiveneetft
should be considered. Data des-

- 500

ignated @

for conventionalexcavationwere e.xtrap1
elated from Baker et al. by taking lower-boundex-

/’

cavation-only costs and then dividing by 0.35 to

/’

obtain approxbuate t&.al.costs.

,Aloo%wo.

I

-

Mta

denotedby @ were estimated from COHART
19
program data.
It was assumed that these data
were representativeof medium-strengthrock, i.e.,
rocks with an average compressive strength of 1.35

14

Finished Tumwl Diameter(m)

Fig.

for rock tunnels.
12. Costs vs tunnel ckh?uoeter

.

respectively,of those remilting from a rotating

(ft)
10

20

30

cutter machine. The cost effectivenessbecomes

40

/1

I

gradually even better a6 tunnel size increases.
lhe NS!U4compares unfavorably to the costs

wca

labeled @

-

, which are minimum costs In rock using

conventionalmethods and are based on actual data.
Rowever, for urban usage, the NSIMs would have im8000 -

portant practical advantagesbecause they wmld
avoid the envbnmental
7000 -

problems caused by drill-

and-blast techniques.
Fig. 1.3shows cost data for soft-groundexcava-

~

tion. IkAa labeled @
~6000

-

are estimated from the

The data designated o
2
and
@ SlnmzarIze actual data for both conventional
COEART computer program.19

E
v
.; 5000 -

end machine techniques and were extracted from 0EC4

c

Fenti end Scisson, A. D. Little, and Virginia
!22,
23,24
~ent
of Highway sources.

:
z 4000
1=

-

The lower boun&d

data @

are for soft, dry

ground with the data above labeled @
3000 -

being for

soft, wet ground. The spread of these data illustrates the strong influence of geologic variations
on costs. It also illustrates the need for the de-

2000 -

velopmmt of new equipment that is less sensitive

/@
1000 -

0

@

L

FromFoster”

Ex~r.*tw

a‘@

Refero!wss

@

ipated, geologic variations. Data @

22,23,24

Ex#FOIdsd I%.

to the often encountered,but not necessarily antic-

UCRC Report +0

lated from the UCRC report to NS~
rehte we=

~

with @

and @

.

are extrapo-

and seem to cor-

l%ese

vaheB

were

obtained by dividing Ref. 1 data, for the excavation

Finishad
Tunrwl
Diameter
(m)

process only, by 0.35 to obtain overall tunnel costa

~.

~.

coats vs tunnel diameter for soft-ground
tunnels.

Comments pertinent to the comparison of NSTM
costs with the soft-ground cost data shown in Fig.
13 exe as follows. The NSIM estimates are nearly

not conelder rock etrength or ab~eiVeneE6 as vaxl-

identical to the COHART estimates, Curva @

able6 awl that the effect of these rather important

Rowever, both estimates fall far below historical

.

cost parameter6 io somewhat hidden. Neverthe.lcx?s,

data, Curves @

the data for RQDs of 75 and 100$ show that, at thla

that tunneling problems, e.g., geologfc variations,

stage of the economic evaluation, there are undoubt-

are perhaps not correctly anticipated by COHART.

e~

BOma projects in very favorabla rock conditions

, @

, and @

.

These indicate

If we were to assume an additional multiplying fac-

where other simpler and more traditional techniques

tor to account for unanticipatedearth conditions,

will compete with the currentlyprojected NST%l

the COHART data should be higher than the NS’IMCoeta
The NS!IMestimate shown is meant to cover both eoft,

systems.
However, the advantages of NSTMS become impor-

.

weljrunning, bouldery ground as well as soft, dry

tant if we consider very hard rock, i.e., with

conditions and, thus, already discounts geological.

compressive strengths of 200 to 345 MN/m* (30, 000 to

variations. Roughly, it appears conserwtive to

.50,000psi), For example, at a tonnel diameter of

conclude that the NSZ!Mwould reduce average soft-

7 m (23

grouud tunnel costs by -50$.

@IU2j

ft)
the

and at
~~

rock

strengths

COBiXI WOdd

of

be 66 ad

275 end 345

54%,

15
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TABLE VII
COST CONTRIBUTIONOF THERMAL ENERGY ON A DIRECT COST BASIS

.
(1569 DolJ.ars )
TypTypd
6 NS174
Rock,

TYPO I

Hard Sock,
T)TO 11

‘cOtsl cost,
$/m

Ther!ad
cost,

Total

Energy
t

10. 7-m-diam Tunnel
Fuel + System
cost,
$/m

4.s

3460

188

5.4

1020

46.7

4.6

3380

188

5,6

810

46.7

S.7

2800

188

6.7

‘Ihethermal energy for

penetrating

rock

for

and Type-II NSIMs was considered to be

the same. I@’ the kerf-end-mechanicalcutter case

%wer

●

Thermal
Energy
cost,
%

46.7

Rlergy Costs and Refueling Considerations

both ~-I

cost,

$/m

1040

Soft Ground,
Type 1

c.

4.1-m-diam
Tunnel
Fuel . System
cost,
$/m

.

costs can be expressed in enother manner,

i.e., in terms of costs per klih. Fig. 14 compares
purchased
those

used

electric
in this

power
study.

costs
The

from

two

sources

with

NSIM date shown are

(Type-I) all the energy Is used to develop a thick

for Type-I NSTMs end for 4- and 12-m-diam tunnels.

temporary liner. Where the kerf-end-thernalfrag-

The bar at the left of the figure represents rates
25
in drrlJars/kWh(e)es quoted for Ias Alemos, ~

mentation penetrators (Type-II)would be use% the
rock conditionswould be such as to require leas
liner thickness. !Ihus,the the-

energy to the

whereas the bar in the middle is a national average
rate estimated by Rsnold.“f ~ese ttm ~t-eS Sit%?

kerf penetrators would be reduced and the energy

0.014 and 0.020 $@Jh(e),

saved would be diverted to the thermal fragmenta-

erebased on power deliveredcoexisting transmission

tion penetrators in the central-facearea.

terminals near the tunnel portal end do not take

lhe nuclear fuel.costs used in thie report include the external costs of refueling. It was as-

respectively. These data

into account special hookup costs. Also, 100$ conversion efficiency from electricity to heat is aa-

sumed that specializednuclear reactor industries

suroed. A factor to be considered is the regional.

would handle all nuclear-relatedaspects of the ex-

aspect of electrtc power costs, which can vary sQ-

cavation project. ‘Ibiswould include reactor syotan

nificently depending on location. For nuclesx-

manufacture, installation,on-the-job operatio~main-

supplied themnal power (delivereddirectly to the

tenance, safety, and long-distancetransportation.

working face), costs range from 0.0C6 to O.011 $~Wh

No attempt was made to detail cost effects of
recovering some thermal energy frontthe cooling wa-

(thermal) depending on tunnel size.
D.

NSIM Development Benefit-to-CostRatios

ter so ae to generate electricity for running the
slurry pumps, alr circulating fans, cutter drive

No detailed estimates of overall future excavation demands for the world or the U.S. were

ssrtors,etc.
Table

VII

summarizes

the contributionof the

costtrof the nucleer fuel plus the nuclear subsystem needed to convert the fuel into thermal energy.

.

On a basis of percentage of overall tunneling costs,
the thermal energy vsu’iesfrom 4.5 to 6.7$.

It

aa-

should be remembered that the temporary llner thicknesses assumed for this etudy are very conservative,

-.01

Wm. 4m

Tnn91 t4nn* 12.

o

end el?fectthe power required and costs directly.
Nevertheless,the cost contributionof thermal
energy is certainly not domtiant.
16

Fig. 14.

&ical electric and NSTM thermal power
costs.

TABLE VIII
moJIxx!ED Us.

Time Feriod

*

TUNNELI

Widest)read Use

XGRCPENDI’IURFS

Average Wpe ndlturea, B $*
‘lkansportation
All ‘Ibnneling
Except Min~

1970-1979

5.1

34

1980-19!39

9.3

65

1

Subterrene
1

I

5?=D

Industrial-0:
lmpleii;ntat~n’
~-,(

z

Program
I

!

I

1990

1980

1970

Baoed on 1$%9 dollAws.

Calender Year

readily available. Rowever, large future demands

Fig. 15.

Schedule for NSTM prototype desmnstration
and concept implementation.

are anticipated in such activities as geothernd
energy, mining,

scientific

studies, waste disposal,
In Section III-B, wherein NSTM vs ‘EM and con-

water redistribution,utility conduits, high-speed
transportation,and urban facilities like a~rts,

ventional costs were discussed, an example of typ-

power plants, manufacturingplants, gas storage,

ical hard-rock costs showed NS’IMcost savings of

housing, etc.

Some recent pro~ections for U.S. tun-

neling demands compiled by the U.S. Department of
19
Transportation (D.O.T.
) were obtained from Ikmter.

34 and &$

OVW

~Ms.

Also,

drilJ

and blast methods

are very uncles
irable in most urban environments and
probably will be eltiinated In many future projects.

lhese pro~ectiona can be used tishow benefit-to-cost

For soft groun~ Fig. 1.3ehowed that NSTM costs might

ratios based on NSTM savings indicatedpreviously.

very easily be lees than half those of other methods.

They are shown in ‘IkblevIII. Ref. 19 also indicat-

On the basis of these considerationsthe conclusion

ed that the percentages of the total excavation de-

was reached that projects, excluding those where

mands for rock end soft-groundtunnels are close b

rock and SOSL conditions are very favorable for TBM

50 end 20$, respectively,with the remaining 30$

or conventionalmethods, could be done at cost eav-

of the IxXXL consIstlng of cut-end-coverand

ings Of 30 and 50$ for rock and soft ground, respec-

immersed-tubedemands.

tively, If NSIMe are used.
‘&o more estimates are needed to arrive at a

Estimated Subterrene characteristicsend prosrem costs are summarized as follows: The program

final benefit-to-costratio; both relate to the per-

will.lead to a feasibility demonstrationof a proto-

centage of tunneling where NSTM systems show coet

type NS~

savings. These are estimated to be 50 and 75% for

at which time the technology will be

available to industry. lhe program will cost about

herd-rock end soft-groundtunnels, respectively.

100 million im 1%9

All cost aseumptione are summarized in Table IX.

dollars end wSU

cover an eight-

year period. Ai%er demonstrationthe industrial
implementationof NSTMe wSU

take place in a llneer
TABLEIx

manner over a four-year period. ‘lheabove process
is illustrated in Fig. 15.

The dotted lines indi-

NSTM COST ASSUMPTIONS AND BENEFITS ‘IO CY 1990
BASED ON TRANSFORTATIONDEMANDS ONLY

cate the early technology transfer from laboratory
to industry. This is an important concept of the
program proposed by LASL, wherein it Is planned
to:

(1) cooperatewith industrial firms interested

in furthering the R&D effort of the Subtiene

con-

cept, (2) train key Industrial technical personnel

Type
W

.f

Frsction
Totsl

,

*

Demnds Avcilable
to NS7M
1982 t. 1990,
B:

Fzact ion Asmmcd
Don. by WIN.

$

Average
s“~ns~.

Benefi$
$

,

~

Ibck

so

Z.79

%

30

0.42

&ft
Ground

20

1.17

7s

so

0.4s

by encouraging them to work directly on the IASL
Total

teem, and (3) award LASL subcontractsto industry

Net

transporfatic.n

benefit-to-costrstio . ~.

:

0.8S

Ls.

to accomplish key elements of pmstotype fabdication.

17

---.’ r%\-\”\ \
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NSTM Program
cost
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\
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3
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5
/
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\
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1
90
Year
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Fig. 1.6. Department of Transportationdemand data and NSlllbenefits.

l%e net benefit-to-coatratio iB 8.5 when based

the demands which were assumed as being met by NSTMs

only on average proJected transportation-tunnelex-

for both rock and soft-groundprojects and, at the

cavation demands up to CY 1990. Fig. 1.6plots the

~er

original D.O.T.-projectedtransportation-tunnel~

savings by use of NSTMS. Benefit-to-costratio is,

demsnd* lnbfXllons Of dOllJU’SPer yea

of course, the integratedbenefit area divided by

(1%9 dol-

right, the benefits that would accrue from

lars) to CY-1990 and some results of a later D.O.T.

the program coat area. These curves also emphasize

survey of demand which are categorized into 50, 90,

that additionalbenefits will accrue if the project

and 95$ probabilities of actual implementation.

had been initiated earlier and shortened in duration.

me demand curves show a rapid decrease after 1983,
which (accordingto D.O.T.) is due to ~~
of

E.

ptining beyond a ten-year lead time by government

baseline rate of 36.5 m/d waa studied. It was as-

Effect of Advance Rate on Tunnellng mats
The effect of changes in advance rate from the

organizationsand not to any expected actual de-

sumed that capital costs and design remained the

crease in need for transportationexcavation prow
me various ahaded areas In Fig. 1.6show
Jects.

same as those of the baseline configurationbut that

the $100 million cost for prototype demonstration,

the system efficiency either increased or &creased
ta produce the change in penetration rates. The
results are Slxmmrized in Fig. 17 where the ratio

*

The average demands listed in ‘IkbleVIII correspond to the data in Fig. 16 designated “original
D.O.T. Projection.”

*

of tunnel cost at other rates to baseline tunnel
project cost is plotted against advance rate. The
point where the benefit-to-costratio would equal

A detailed study of past U.S. tunnel project history and development of nmre accurate and comprehensive methods of survqzlng future demsndE maY
reveal a bafiiccyclic trend.

~8

zero

iS

at a cost ratio of 1.375,

at

an advance

rate

of 22 m/d (3 ft/h), which Is well below the baseline
rate of 36.5 m/d (5 ft/h). During penetration tests

(ft/d)
200

100
I

.

300
1

I

Baseline:
Dlam.=
7.3m(24ft)
Kerf + Cutter
MediumStrength
Rack
B/C: 13enefit
toCast,
Transpartatlan
Twmellng
Only

4000 -

/
With 50%
Iwrscse
In Excovotisn Equipnkwrf

?

1200

/

1
1000

&
~

3ocil

800 ~
+

s
._5

2000

600

i

z

With 50”A Oecreeea
In Equipment
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Cast

-

I

01
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I

I

I

4

1

6

400

1

200

I

6

I

I

10

1

I

12

10

Finished Tunnel
Diameter(m)

Fig. 18. Effect of * 50$ variation in NSl14excavation equipnsmt costs.

I

the rock-melting temperature end reducing the visI

I

1

II

I

I

I

1

1

1

100

50

cosity of the melt should be given consideration.
F.

Advance Rate (m/d)

Effect of * 50$ Excavation Equipment Cost
Ftu’turbation

Fig. 17’. Effect of advance rate on costs.

A perturbation of * 50$ on excavation equipment
coets around the baseline case was studied; results

of small consolidatingpenetratcn’sat IASL, rates
of 24 m/d were genere.Uy recorded and, for short
times, were as high as 36.5 mjd; however, at thet
time, no attempt was made to sustain such rates.
Iae AMaos
perience

Scientific Laboratory experimentalex-

mggeets

that

a rate

of

36.5 m/d is readily

achievable and that higher rates are poseible, as

=e

shown in Fig. 18.

The overall effects on tunnel

project cost were * 9 end * 17$Jfor tsauseldiameters
of 4.1 end 10.7 m, respectively. The upper-llmit
cost variations, if they occurred, would reduce the
benefit-to-costratios to between 5 and 6 based on
transportation-tunnelingdeumuie to 1990. ‘IMus,we
may conclude that results vould not be affected

indicated in Fig. 17.
s~ific~tlvpeven
If the advance rate were twice the base13ne
value, i.e., about &kIm/d (-%0

ft/day), en @di-

tlonal 30$ savings may result. However, at some aa
yet undeterminedhigh advance rate the cost may
reach a minimum aod then increase with further increases in advance rate. !lhismay wellbe

W

equipment costs used in this

study were greatly in error, e.g., by ~$.
G.

Other E?+mefitkNot Quantified In ‘ibisStudy
The benefit-to-costratio discussed to this

point included only the excavation demands for
transportation,i.e., average of 9.3 billion dollars

caweedby
for the period 1980-1989. As watrshown in !hble

a tradeoff with increasing coats of equipment, e.g.,
slurry

pqs,

piping, and crushers, increased cutter

VIII, an additional % billion dollars of excavation
demand is foreseen during that time period for other

wear, longer glass-liner cooling section8, a larger

,

nuclear power system, end larger portal power and
coolant equipment. When this occurs a new system
concept will.become necessary. Such a new system
might take advantage of’full face melt~

tunneling projects, excluding mining. ‘Ihus, with
the inclusion of these additional demands, the benefit-to-costratio could become considerably larger.
Conceivably, as experience ie gained with the

aa indiglass liner, the concrete structural will inside

cated by projected long life of melting penetrat.ors
the glass liner could be eliminated or greatly
(k500happeers prsssible). Als~methode of lowering

minimized. ‘lhiswould result in further savings In

at

support costs. Another NSTM advantage that should

the the

be kept In mind is offered by the fact that the

available eatimatee for herd-rock and soft-

least 50$ of the time in rock and 75$ of
in soft ground, and using the best

NS’IMcan advance through the eerth with a minimum

ground excavation demands in only the trans-

of disturbance,thus maintaining the inherent

portation

sector

up b

CY 1990, the benefit-

strength of the surrounding strata anc$ in fact,

to-cost ratio for a Subterrene developnmt

enhancing their integrityby the cementi~ action

program ie 8.5.

of the solidifyingglass. Rsphasizing this point
27
Cording and Deere,
discussing tunnel support load-

fits outside of transportationapplications

ings, point out that liner loadings can be rather

14my other potential bene-

could increaee thie ratio significantly.
●

low even in highly fractured rock, if the Joints

Additional benefite will.accrue if reeeerch
and industrial implementationare acceler-

are tight and irregular and if Initial.loosening

ated. LASLprogremplans

is prevented.

transfer end availabilityof the technology

Technology spin-off benefits from NSTM development could include high-temperatureabrasion-reeis-

are based on early

to Induetry.
●

tant materials and high-temperature,high-heat-flux,

As an initial etep, large NSTUa using the
peripheral kerf-meltingbit concept can be

long heat pipee; euch heat pipes couldbe useful In

integrated into technically eound excavation

high-temperaturechemical processes, e.g., coal gas-

eystema.

ification. Another spin-off or parallel development

●

For a coneervetivetemporary glase-liner

could be that of emall electricallypowered pene-

wall thickness eqml to 4%of tunnel ckLam-

trators for installationof underground utility

eter, the nuclear thermal power requirement

lines, for exploration of natural.resourcee, or

are 7 and 63 Ml for k- and I.Z?-m-diem
tunnels,

for min~.

One of the meet Important Subterrene

application could be the deep penetration into the
26
earth~e cruet to tap geothernml energy for such

respectively.
●

coet

melt

purposes as water desalination,surface heating,
and electric power generation.

lhe

●

of the

the

rock

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

●

lhe ch?eigneand cheracterleticsof two large

~cavation

NSTMS

are

Penetratar

length

postulated and their coet-effectivenessfor future

chanical

designe are ftist-order extensions of present

central
●

me

about

project

basis,

item,

areas

costs

eyetema

ae

com-

TBMa.
appear

by the

cutters

of the

to

h to 7$ of the

to be the

on a coebper-unit

followed

rotary

required

cost.

labor-intensive

material

coat

Nuclear Subterrene Tunnellng Machines (NS’lMe)
were

power

capital-titeneive
the

h~eet

transportationtunnel projecte wee analyzed. Both

ie only

total

paredta

thermal

used

cost

tunnel
for me-

to fragment

excavation

the

face.

total coete for excavation, m9teriale

Tunnel Eoring l.hchine(TB.M)technolo~ end vlsuel.i=

handling, end supports and liners, uelng

the addition of a peripheral kerf-meltingpenetretor,

NS!tMe,
are very close to those for TPMs when

which will form a continuous temporary support by

ground conditions are favorable. However,

lining the tunnel waJ.lewith rock gleee. High coti

the adventegee of NS!R4ebecome outstanding

effectlveneaa ie projected for both soft-groundend

In unfavorable ground condition such ae in

very-hard-rocktunneling. Contrfbut.ing
to thle pro-

very hard rock and,

jection ie the anticipationthat IWIUs willbe relatively insensitiveto variable end unexpected

wet,
●

formation changes.

soft,

boul.deryground.

Very high advance ratea may require deeign

Additional Investigationsin the following areas

excellent cost benefits for the development

are needed:

excavation condition would be encountered

●

analyzed in thfe etudy.

‘lhepreliminary economic enalysie indicates

of NS’IMeyeteme. Eatinsxtingthat unfavonble

20

or

in

exteneionebeyond the two NSl?4concepts

The major reeults of the etudy are:
●

running,

PbiClii4Wlyj

●

Continue more detailed preliminary design
etudiee of NSTM tunnellng eystem.

.

Develcp

more specific future

demand data

(both

in the

U.S.

tunneling

6.

R. G. Gido, “Descriptionof Field Test for RockMelting Penetration,” I.osAlsms Scientific
Laboratory Report LA-5213-14S(February 1973).

7.

R. J. Hanold, “SubterreneRock-1.kitingTunnelExcavation
Systems.
A Preliminary
Study,“
Los Alamos Scientific 18boratory Report LA-5210MS (February 1973).

8.

R. R. Hibberd end L. M. Pietrzak, “Computer
Simulation of Hard Rock Tunneling,“ General.
Research Corp., Arlington, VA. Final.Technical
Report CR-2-190, Vol. 1, (July 197!!),Analysis,
and Vol. II (November 1972), Support~g
Information.

9.

Tunneling Technology Newsletter, No. 2, National
Academy of Sciences - National Academy of
Engineering, U.S. National Committee on Tunneling lkchnology (June 1973).

10.

H. W. Parker and R. M. Semple, “Developmentend
Lsrge-Scale !ikstingof Innovative Tunnel Support
Systeme,” Proceedings,North American Rapid
Excavation end Tunneling Conference, K. S. Lane
end L. A. Garfield, Eds., Vol. I, pp 469-497
(Chicago, June 19T2).

u.

N c. Krupka, “EhenomenaAssociated with the
Process of Rock-Melting. Application to the
Subterrene System,“ IOs AlamOs Scientific
I&oratory Report IA-5209-NS (February 1973).

12.

R. S. Mayo, “Tunneling- The State of the Art A Review and Evaluation of Current Tunneling
lkchnlques end Costs, with Emphasis on Their
Application to urban and Rapid Transit Systems
in the U.S.A.,” U.S. Department of IIouaingand
Urban Development,NITS NO. PB 178036 (JenuRxT
1965).

3.3.

D. U. Deere, “Geologic Considerations,“ Rock
Mechanics illlhgineering Practice} K. G.~~
end O. C. Zienklewicz, Ed.e.
, (John Wiley and
Sons
Inc.,
New York, ~M
) bep.
1,
pp. - 1-20.

140

J. P. Cerstens et al, “Heat Assisted Tunnel
Eering Machines,“ United Aticraft Corporation,
East Hartford, CT, Report ~-RT-71-63, NTIS
No. PB-197-243 (September1970).

15.

Norman N. Barish, “Capital Plannlng aud Budgeting,” Economic Analysis for Engineering end
I?ook
Managerial Decision-Mdc@_ (McGraw-Eill.
co., Inc., 1962) Chap. 1.6.

and overseas);

Including sizes, geological conditionsand
variations,project locations, applications,
and schedules.
Study other NS’IM&signs which will enco!npass full-face melting designs and include
removal of mlten rock from the tunnel.
Develop system concepts end costs for
Electric Subterrene Tunneling hchines
(lkXl!Ms)
and

COIIIP~

with NSIMs end l!BMe.

Evaluate the details of the supply and cost
problems of exotic components such as refractory penetrator bits.
Determine the most llkel.ybenefits achievable by actively pursuing R&D related to
TBM end conventionalmethods, and compare
with ES’I?4
and NS!lMbenefits.
Study the en~onmental

and social impact

of ESTM end N’SR.l
full-scale implementation.
Adapt (!OEARTor the General Research Corp.
computer program to obtain additional useful
cost study data.
Conduct investigationsend tests to verify
glass %a.Xlproperties and their wall-support
characteristics
.
Study effects on the overall system desti
of greatly increasing the advance rate.
Initiate failure-nmdeanalyses, conduct
maintainabilitystudies, end develop component life dOta.
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